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Abstract 
Graphical passwords are more secure and resistant to dictionary attacks when compared to textual passwords, but they are not fully 

resistant to shoulder surfing and brute force attacks. Usually users tend to set their graphical password short and simple for usability 

but the problem here is their security is compromised. Another problem in graphical password is most of the graphical passwords 

contain hotspots and the users are tempted to set the graphical password with the hotspots by which attackers easily guess the 

password. In this work we have proposed a hybrid graphical password system. In our system, we have increased the password space 

by proposing count based click point algorithm in recognition based graphical password to make the system resistant to brute force 

attack. In the recall based graphical password step of our hybrid graphical password, we have included a gesture based password 

which makes the attacker difficult to record or observe and reproduce it to bypass the security. 

 

Keywords: Brute force attack, Gesture, Graphical passwords, hotspots, Password space, shoulder surfing attack, textual 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------***----------------------------------------------------------------------

1. INTRODUCTION 

Authentication is important for every system to make it 

secure; it plays a major role from high secure applications to 

less secure applications. It is important to secure the 

information exchanges from daily transactions to daily user 

email account. The most critical issue in today’s world is 

providing security in applications such as military and ATM 

centers which need high security. When it goes to most secure 

methods, it requires more time and more bandwidth. 

Applications can be classified as applications which need less 

security (user held devices) and applications which need more 

security (ATM centers). Tightening the security for the first 

type is unnecessary and waste of time for the user and also 

leaving a weak password for the second type is dangerous. 

 

Popular text based passwords provide security to some extent 

but they are easily vulnerable to dictionary and brute force 

attacks though they are short and simple to remember. The 

biometric authentication system is most secure form of 

authentication but the cost of the device to authenticate the 

user is very high. The graphical password came into picture 

which is more secured than text based graphical password and 

easy to remember. Most of the system such as mobile devices 

and latest operating systems use graphical password as a mode 

of authentication. Pattern lock is the famous example of 

graphical password in smart phones. 

 

But the most notable problem with graphical passwords is that 

they are vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack and brute force 

attack. Many graphical passwords were proposed to eliminate 

shoulder surfing attack and brute force attack [1] but most of 

the existing graphical passwords failed to prevent these two 

attacks. 

 

Shoulder surfing attack [2] is the process of recording or 

observing the password when the user inputs and reproducing 

it to break the security system. Since graphical passwords are 

mostly click type rather than typing it is more vulnerable to 

shoulder surfing attacks. Graphical passwords are also easier 

to guess [2], [3]. Most of the graphical passwords that were 

proposed till now have not eliminated shoulder surfing attack 

since it can be easily recorded and reproduced or easily 

guessed. 

 

Existing graphical passwords produce a feedback that 

indicates the user pattern or user clicks of the graphical 

password which can be recorded and reproduced, hence our 

system differs from existing system by using point counts as 

criteria that is resistant to shoulder surfing attack even if it 

recorded. And in our system we have increased the password 

space with that point count to make it resistant to brute force 

attack. 
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The key components of our approach are point count and 

gesture, it is a hybrid system with two steps of graphical 

password, one with recognition based with point count and the 

other is recall based graphical password with gesture; so they 

both combine to prevent brute force and shoulder surfing 

attack respectively. 

 

Our paper is organized as follows, Section 2 contains the 

related work, Section 3 contains our Proposed system with 

module description, Section 4 contains the Methodologies, 

Section 5 contains the Empirical Results and Analysis and the 

Section 6 contains the Conclusion and future work followed 

by the References. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

Increase in use of computers has paved way for many security 

concerns. Authentication is the major security concern which 

refers to the process of determining whether someone or 

something is, originally, who or what it is declared to be. 

 

Authentication Techniques are classified as follows: 

• Textual Passwords 

• Biometric schemes 

• Graphical Passwords 

 

2.1 Textual Password 

Textual password is a combination of alphabets and numbers 

but they are easily guessable [4]. Most frequently used 

passwords are text based passwords, but they had their own 

advantages and disadvantages. Textual passwords are 

advantageous since they are easy to use and faster to input the 

password. The disadvantages of textual password are, it is 

weak and not resistant to several attacks such as dictionary 

attack, spyware, guessing and brute force attack. 

 

2.2 Biometric Password 

Biometric authentication is the process of validating the user 

by the characteristics and traits which include fingerprint, iris, 

DNA, hand geometry, face and other human traits. Biometric 

authentication is the foolproof and the most secure form of 

authentication. But the disadvantage [5]-[7] of biometric is 

that it involves additional hardware costs and high deployment 

cost. 

 

2.3 Graphical Password Authentication 

A graphical password is an authentication system in which the 

user is presented with a set of images from which the user 

selects images or click points in the image, in some order 

during login phase, and the same points or images in the same 

order is repeated in the login phase also to authenticate the 

user.  There are two types of graphical password recall based 

and recognition based. In Recall based password, the user is 

has to reproduce the same thing he created or selected in the 

registration phase of the system. In Recognition based 

password, the user has to identify the things he has done or 

selected during the registration phase and select the same by 

identifying in the login phase of the system. Since our work 

depends on the graphical passwords we will consider some of 

the notable graphical password techniques and their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

 

2.3.1 Perrig and Song 

Perrig and Song proposed Hash Visualization technique [8] 

which is recognition based graphical password. In this system 

the user will be presented with a set of random images and 

asked to choose them during the registration stage. Later the 

pictures will be randomized and the user must identify and 

select those images during the login stage to authenticate. This 

technique was able to perform better than textual password it 

is easy to remember this Hash visualization password than text 

based password. But the problem here is this technique was 

not able to prevent brute force attack, shoulder surfing attack 

and guessing attack. 

 

2.3.2 Passface 

Passface [9] is a technique similar to hash visualization 

technique but the difference here is that instead of using some 

random images Passface used faces. The user has to recognize 

and pick the registered faces during the registration stage. But 

this takes longer time than textual password. Advantage here 

is that faces are easier to remember. Still this technique was 

not able to prevent brute force attack and shoulder surfing 

attack. 

 

2.3.3 Sobrado and Birget 

Sobrado and Birget [10] proposed a graphical password 

technique in which the user has to select the pass objects from 

a large amount of objects available in a frame during the 

registration stage, during the login stage the objects are 

randomized to the user and the user has to identify and select 

them to pass the authentication. This technique was able to 

prevent shoulder surfing attack by randomizing but the 

problem is it can be guessed and this technique is vulnerable 

to brute force attack. 

 

2.3.4 Draw-a-Secret (DAS) 

Draw a secret [11] technique is a recall based technique in 

which user has to draw a symbol or a secret drawing in a grid 

displayed to the user, and this drawing or symbol has to be 

reproduced to be authenticated. The password space of DAS is 

more than textual password, but the problem here is it can be 

easily guessed and shoulder surfing attack is not prevented in 

this technique. 
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2.3.5 Persuasive Cued Click Point (PCCP) 

PCCP [12] technique prevents the user from selecting easily 

guessable spot in the click based graphical passwords known 

as hotspots [13]-[14]. Only a random block of image is visible 

to user to set their graphical password. Hence it is difficult to 

guess the password in this technique. This method is a click 

based password [15] in which the user clicks points in a block 

of the picture and the same points must be clicked to 

authenticate the user. This method is advantageous than other 

graphical passwords because it is able to prevent guessing 

attack, but the shoulder surfing attack is not been prevented in 

this method. 

 

Existing Graphical password limitations: 

• Shoulder Surfing Attack and 

• Brute force search Attack 

 

We have concentrated in these two attacks because, till now 

these two attacks have not been eliminated in existing 

graphical passwords. 

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed system is Hybrid graphical password system 

which is the combination of recognition based and recall based 

graphical password. We have designed a recognition based 

graphical password known as Count based click point 

algorithm in which the user has to click at some points in the 

picture, each point having a click count, the same process has 

to be reproduced in the login step to be authenticated. Gesture 

based graphical password is included in the second step of our 

system to prevent shoulder surfing attack. In this gesture based 

graphical password step when the user enters the password, 

the feedback is not shown in the screen so that it cannot be 

recorded or observed and reproduced by the attacker. 

 

Our system has two steps, first step which is count based click 

point algorithm which increases the password space since each 

point will have any count and hence it prevents brute force 

attack. Second step which is a gesture based graphical 

password system in which the feedback is not visible when the 

user inputs the password and thus preventing shoulder surfing 

attack. The system design is explained in the below diagram 

with the modules. 

 

 
 

Fig -1: System Design 

 

3.1 Registration Process 

Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of registration process. During the 

registration stage, the user enters the username, and then he 

should browse a picture. Then the user has to select the 

tolerance [16] value (approximation of the deviation from the 

actual point) and also the total point count. Then the user 

clicks on multiple points in that picture until the total point 

count is not over with a freedom to click the same point 

multiple times which the individual point count. The user also 

has an option to reset the password if the desired password is 

not set by using the reset button. The position of the click 

point and the counts of each point are stored in the database. 

Now the user is mailed with the first step count based click 

point password with the count of each point and the point on 

the picture. 

 

Next phase of registration is the gesture based recognition in 

which the user makes a single stroke gesture and the gesture is 

stored in a picture format. While the user makes the gesture it 

is difficult for the attacker or the camera to observe or record 

it and reproduce it to crack the password. Hence this gesture 

password addresses the shoulder surfing attack. 

 

In the registration phase of our hybrid graphical password 

system we have also included an alert mail system. The email 

id of the user is got at the registration stage itself so that in 

case of invalid login attempts the user is intimated with the 

email. And also we have included a password reset feature 

with the security question that is also got during the 

registration phase of the Hybrid graphical password system 

which is asked in the password reset phase to the user. 

 

 
 

Fig -2: Registration flowchart 
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3.2 Login Process 

Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of login process. During the login 

process the user enters the username and the picture that was 

set by the user during the registration stage is automatically 

displayed. Now the user inputs the password by clicking the 

points on the picture with the count until the password is 

entered correctly. At any point or the count mismatches the 

user is taken out of login page and asked to renter. Now the 

points and the counts are matched with that points and count 

that has been recorded during the registration process. If they 

match the user goes to the next phase of login otherwise taken 

back to login phase again. 

 

In the next phase of the login the user makes the single stroke 

gesture. Now the gesture is stored in image format. Now this 

login gesture image is compared with that of the gesture image 

that was made by the corresponding username during the 

registration phase. If this matches the user successfully passes 

the authentication system. 

 

 
 

Fig -3: Login flowchart 

 

3.3 Encryption 

At the end of the registration process the username and its 

corresponding click points with their count and the gesture 

image are encrypted and stored. Then during the login process 

the above encrypted files are decrypted and matched to 

authenticate the user. 

 

4. METHODOLOGIES 

This section deals about the various algorithms and 

methodologies we have used for the count based graphical 

password system. This part is classified as three sections 

which are count based click point algorithm, gesture matching 

algorithm and encryption algorithm. 

 

4.1 Count Based Click Point Algorithm 

This is the first step of our Hybrid graphical password system. 

This algorithm works as follows: First the user decides the 

total number of points and then starts to record the points by 

clicking each point any number of times and till total points is 

reached. e.g. If total no of points is “5”, the user can click the 

first point “2” times, second point “2” times, third point “5” 

times, fourth point “2” times and fifth point “6” times. Then 

these points are recorded in the database along with the count 

and these points have to be repeated in the same order and 

same count during the login stage for the user to be 

authenticated. 

 

Since the user cannot be accurate in the point of the picture he 

clicks always, an approximation function called 

“ClickpointApproximationfunction” has been introduced in 

which the tolerance can be modified according to the area of 

usage and the security level that needed. 

 

 
 

Fig -4: Screenshot of the Hybrid graphical password 
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Approximation Function for the Click Point 

Tolerance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

p0 – Point which was recorded during the HGP registration 

stage 

p1 – Point which was recorded during the HGP login stage 

X  – x co-ordinate of the point 

Y --  y co-ordinate of the point 

Tolerance – parameter to set the level of approximation 

(radius of the circle within with the point is accepted) or the 

tolerance value for that point. 

 

4.2 Gesture Matching Algorithm 

This is the second step of our Hybrid Graphical Password 

system. In this step, gesture recognition is used to authenticate 

the user. First during the registration stage the user is asked to 

input a gesture and this gesture is recorded into the database. 

Then during the login stage the same gesture needs to be 

reproduced by the user to be authenticated. The gesture of the 

corresponding user is recorded into the database and during 

the login stage the recorded gestures in the database is used for 

authentication. If the gesture is wrong, the user is given an 

alert message through email stating that there was an illegal or 

wrong attempt into your account with the time of the wrong 

attempt was made in our Hybrid graphical password system to 

the user email address that was got and stored in database 

during the registration stage. 

 

4.3 Encryption Algorithm 

Encryption is necessary because the user details are stored in 

the database level and if there is a security exploit in the 

database level the user data is under trouble. Hence we have 

used TRIPLE DES Encryption algorithm at the database level 

to secure the data of the user. And also there is an alert system 

in our system which sends an alert mail to the user for every 

wrong attempt to his email. 

 

5. EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

We considered mainly two parameters when comparing our 

system with the existing system. One is password space and 

the other parameter is security percentage with respect to 

different attacks with the graphical passwords. 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Shoulder Surfing Attack Resistance with 

Different Tolerance Values 

The experiment was carried out with 8 participants with 5 

different images into account and considering 5 click points 

with multiple counts of each point. Different images were 

consisting of different objects and scenario in it. Each user 

were allowed to register a graphical password and asked to 

login.  And also when the participant is allowed to enter the 

login phase, other participants were asked to stand behind 

them and observe the password which is entered by the 

participant. This process repeated for other participants too. 

 

Table -1: Resistant To Shoulder Surfing Attack of HGP and 

PCCP 

 

Sl. No. 

Tolerance 

Value 

(10
-1

) cm 

Attacker 

success 

Rate 

Security 

HGP 

(%) 

Security 

PCCP 

(%) 

1 5 2/8 75 12.5 

2 4 0/8 100 37.5 

3 3 0/8 100 62.5 

4 2 0/8 100 75 

5 1 0/8 100 100 

 

From TABLE I. we can see that the mean success rate by 

shoulder surfing attack in our hybrid graphical password 

system is very less when compared to existing graphical 

passwords and PCCP [12]. 

 

 
 

Chart -1: Comparison of security % between PCCP and HGP 

 

Chart-1 shows, in Hybrid graphical password (HGP), the 

security decreases as the tolerance value increases. The mean 

Security percentage of our proposed system is 95% which is a 

significant improvement in the security of our hybrid 

graphical passwords over the shoulder surfing attack. 

 

ClickpointApproximationfunction(Point p0, Point p1) 

{ 

    return (Math.Sqrt(((p00.X - p0.X) * (p00.X - p0.X)) +       

    ((p00.Y - p0.Y) * (p00.Y - p0.Y))) <= tolerance); 

 } 
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5.2 Brute Force Attack Resistance with Increased 

Password Space 

Proposed Hybrid Graphical Password (HGP) shows increased 

password space when compared to other click based graphical 

passwords. Other existing graphical passwords showed 

maximum of N*M*P of click point N and M or dimensions of 

the picture and P is the picture count. But proposed Hybrid 

Graphical Password (HGP) System provided increased 

password space of (N*M) Count where N and M or 

dimensions of the picture, and Count represents count of each 

point. 

 

5.3 Guessing Attack Resistance 

Guessing attack is difficult to be performed in our proposed 

system since each point will have a count, even if the attacker 

figures out or guess the points the participant clicked in the 

picture he was unable to figure out the point count. Nearly out 

of 8 participants no one was able to guess the full password 

even if they were able to guess partial password. 

 

5.4 Social Engineering Resistance 

This attack is convincing the user to get the password by 

verbal description and the attacker re-performs the password 

to enter the system. Here the verbal description of the 

password is very tough since the exact point the user has 

clicked cannot be told verbally with their counts. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Shoulder surfing attack and brute force attack were the major 

threat to graphical passwords, and we were able to produce 

stronger graphical passwords by increasing the password 

space and using a unique count based click point algorithm. 

Hybrid Graphical password system was implemented and 

empirical results were observed and calculated their 

effectiveness over different attacks using a set of participants. 

We have obtained most desired results in security and also the 

usability of the system. Since the password space is improved 

in our count based hybrid graphical password system and 

hence our system can also be used for the most secure places 

like military and ATM applications. 

 

Future improvement of Hybrid graphical password is that 

instead of using pictures for click points, usage of video will 

create a better and stronger password with more increased 

password space. Video consists of objects will vary for the 

frames which produces more security when compared to 

picture based graphical passwords. 
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